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Abstract 
There exist a number of results, which relate the characteristic numbers of a compact oriented 
manifold to the existence of a smooth nontrivial action of the circle group. The present paper deals 
with the relation of characteristic numbers of a manifold and the existence of a smooth semifree 
S’-action. One result is the following: If a connected compact oriented manifold admits a nontrivial 
smooth semifree Ss-action, then its A-genus vanishes. 
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1. Introduction 
If f is a smooth semifree S’-action on a compact manifold M, then the normal 
bundle of each component of the fixed point set has the structure of a quaternionic 
vector bundle. This observation was used by Uchida [12] to study the cobordism groups 
of smooth semifree S’-actions. In the present note it is shown that the Pontrjagin numbers 
of a compact manifold, which admits a semifree S”-action, can be computed from the 
Pontrjagin numbers of certain quaternionic projective bundles over some components of 
the fixed point set. The elliptic genera, which were intensively studied during the last 
years by several authors, have the multiplicativity property for all fibre bundles with 
fibre a spin manifold. This fact is used to state a relation between the elliptic genera of 
a manifold with a semifree S’-action and those of the fixed point set. As an example 
we see that the A-genus vanishes for all compact connected manifolds, which admit a 
nontrivial smooth semifree S3-action. 
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We use standard notations concerning vector bundles and characteristic classes. For the 
definitions and theorems concerning elliptic genera we refer to the book of Hirzebruch, 
Berger and Jung [5]. 
2. Cobordism of semifree S’-actions 
In this section we review a result of Uchida [ 121 on the cobordism groups of semifree 
S’-actions, and construct examples of semifree S’-actions. The skew field of quaternions 
will be denoted by W. Without loss of generality we agree that all S”-actions are from the 
right, and that all quaternionic vector bundles occuring in this paper are right W-vector 
bundles. In the following the word manifold denotes a smooth manifold without boundary, 
and all vector bundles over a manifold are assumed to be smooth vector bundles. 
Let G be a compact Lie group, M a manifold and f : M x G + M an action of G 
on M. The fixed point set of f will be denoted by F. The action f of G on M is called 
semifree, if for all J: E M\F the equality f(~, g) = z holds only for g = e, the neutral 
element of G. A semifree G-manifold is a pair (M, f), consisting of a manifold M and 
a smooth semifree action f of G on 111. 
Now let G be the group S’ of quaternions with norm I, and (M, f) a semifree G- 
manifold. The fixed point set F of f is a smooth submanifold of M. Let v denote 
the normal bundle of F in M. Then u is an Ss-equivariant bundle in a natural way. 
For any II: E F the S’-action restricted to the fibre V, of v over z is a direct sum of 
irreducible faithful representations. Since the only irreducible faithful representation of 
S” is the natural representation on the quaternions, the bundle v has the structure of a 
quaternionic vector bundle. Thus all components of the fixed point set have a codimension 
in M divisible by 4. 
In order to study the semifree S”-actions we introduce the following cobordism groups. 
SFn(S3) denotes the cobordism group of n-dimensional compact oriented semifree S”- 
manifolds. &(BSp(k)) denotes the cobordism group of k-dimensional quaternionic 
vector bundles over n-dimensional compact oriented manifolds. This group may also be 
described as the cobordism group of pairs (M, f) consisting of a n-dimensional compact 
oriented manifold M and a continuous map f from M into the classifying space BSp(lc) 
of the symplectic group Sp(lc). We set 
MTX(BSP) = @ .n,+u@SP(k)). 
k 
Finally let C’,(lKP-) be the cobordism group of quaternionic line bundles over n- 
dimensional compact oriented manifolds, which may also be described as the cobordism 
group of pairs (M, f) consisting of a n-dimensional compact oriented manifold M and 
a continuous map f from M into the infinite dimensional quaternionic projective space 
WPM, which is the classifying space of the quaternionic line bundles. 
There are natural homomorphisms, connecting these groups. Let the pair (M, f) rep- 
resent a class of SFn(S3), and let F be the fixed point set of f. Every component of F 
has a normal bundle in M, which has a quaternionic structure given by the action of S’. 
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Thus the normal bundle has a natural orientation. The orientation of the base space is 
chosen in such a way that the total space of the normal bundle has the same orientation 
as M. Then &[(M,f)] h is t e sum of the cobordism classes of the quaternionic normal 
bundles over all components of F. 
In order to define a homomorphism a,:M,(BSp) -+ f&_~(!HPm) let [ be a k- 
dimensional quaternionic vector bundle over the compact manifold M with dimension 
n - 4k. Let HP(<) + M be the projective fibre bundle associated to < which has as a 
fibre a (k - I)-dimensional quaternionic p:ojective space. HP(<) is a compact oriented 
manifold of dimension n - 4. Denote by < the canonical quaternionic line bundle over 
HIP(<), which h as as a fibre over [z] the quaternionic line through z in the fibre of < 
containing z. Then define a,[[] = [a. 
The two homomorphisms defined before give rise to a splitting short exact sequence 
0 -+ SF,@) 3 M,(BSp) % .nn_~(WPm) --t 0 
(see [ 12, Theorem 3.21). The splitting homomorphism D,: Qn_~(iHIPw) t Mn(BSp) 
is just given by the inclusion R,_~(IHIPD”) = Q-h(BSp(1)) c Mn(SSp). 
In the case of a semifree S’-action Uchida defines a second splitting homomorphism 
for the above short exact sequence. We describe here an analogous construction. Let < 
be a k-dimensional quaternionic vector bundle with total space E and projection map 
p : E + M, where M is a closed oriented manifold of dimension n - 4k. The trivial 
quaternionic line bundle M x W + M over M is denoted by 8. Let iHP([@Q) be the total 
space of the quaternionic projective bundle over M, which is associated to the Whitney 
sum of < with the quaternionic line bundle 8. The trivial bundle 6’ is a S’-equivariant 
quaternionic vector bundle by multiplication by quaternions from the left. This fact is 
used to define a S’-action h on WP(< @ 0). For all [ZL, V] E HP(< $0) with 21 E E and 
v E p(u) x W, and for all s E 5” let h([u, ~11, s) = [u, s-‘~1. This S’-action on WP(J@B) 
is semifree, and the fixed point set is the disjoint union of HP(c) and the zero section 
of [, which is a copy of M and will be identified with M in the following. The normal 
bundle of M in IHIP([ cI? 0) 1s isomorphic to <. The tubular map t : E -+ IHP([ $ 0) 
is given by t(e) = [e, (p_(e), l)]. The normal bundle of HP([) in JHIP(< @ 0) is the 
quaternionic line bundle [ with total space 
N = {(M, eq) E HP(<) x E I 4 E W}. 
In order to define the tubular map n : N + ltW(< @ 0) of lHlP(<) we introduce a quater- 
nionic scalar product in E, such that for any e E E the norm ]e] of e is defined. Then 
we define n by n([e], eq) = [e, (p(e), [elq)], where q is the conjugate quaternion of q. As 
a real bundle [ has a natural S”-action given by the quaternionic structure, and n is an 
S”-equivariant map. This proves that ,$ has the correct quaternionic structure defined by 
the S’-action on the normal bundle of IHIP(<) in WP(<@8). Now we define the splitting 
homomorphism S, : Mn(BSp) -+ SF,($) by $([[I) = [(ll-iIP(J @ @), h)]. 
In order to see that S,o& is the identity in SF,(@), let (M, f) be a compact oriented 
semifree S’-manifold of dimension n. For any component Fi of the fixed point set F 
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of f let vi denote the normal bundle over Fi with the quaternionic structure, which is 
defined by the S3-action. With this notation we have 
where the sums are over the connected components of F. The last equality is seen in 
the following way. Since alL o p,L = 0 we have a,(xi[;]) = 0. On the other hand all 
classes [Gil] are in the image of the splitting homomorphism D, and aTLD,, = Identity. 
Thus Ci[&] = 0 in &(BSp). B ecause flTL is injective, the following proposition is 
proved. 
Proposition 1. In SFTL(S3) the identity S,, o pT1 = Identity holds, 
This fact implies that for any compact oriented semifree S3-manifold (M, f) the 
class of M in the oriented cobordism group fllL is equal to the class of the manifold 
Ui WP(vi @ ~9) w h ere the union is over all components of the fixed point set of f. 
The manifolds WP(vi % 8), which belong to components of the fixed point set with 
codimension 4 in M, are total spaces of sphere bundles, and therefore they bound in &. 
Proposition 2. If (M, f) IS an n-dimensional compact oriented semifree S”-man$old, 
then the class of M in the oriented cobordism group a,, is equal to the class C,[WP(v@ 
Q)], where the sum is over the quaternionic normal bundles of those components of the 
fired point set of f, which have codimension in M different from 4. 
Remark. From Proposition 2 we see, that the Pontrjagin numbers of M are the same as 
those of UWP(Y CEO), where the union is over the components of the fixed point set 
with codimension different from 4. This means that the components of the fixed point 
set with codimension 4 do not give a contribution to the Pontrjagin numbers of M. 
3. Elliptic genera 
Let R be an integral domain over Q. Then a genus is a ring homomorphism cp : R @ 
Q + R with ~(1) = 1, where 0 denotes the cobordism ring of oriented manifolds. cp is 
completely determined by its values on the even dimensional complex projective spaces 
@P2i. The formal power series 
is called the logarithm of ‘p. Let f = g-’ be the formal inverse of g. Then Q(X) = X/~(X) 
is an even power series with coefficients in R, and starting with 1. In [3] Hirzebruch 
described a procedure to construct a genus pQ, which is associated to Q. It is known 
that pQ is equal to cp. The genus cp is called elliptic, if there exist 6, E E R such that 
f’(X)2 = 1 - 26f(2)” + &f(X)4. 
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The most prominent elliptic genera are the signature, where f(x) = tanh(x) and 
S = E = 1, and the A-genus with f(x) = 2 sinh(x/2) and 6 = -l/8, E = 0. 
The elliptic genera have the multiplicativity property for fibre bundles. This means: If 
A4 + B is a fibre bundle with a compact oriented spin manifold as fibre and a compact 
connected Lie group as structure group, then every elliptic genus cp is multiplicative, 
i.e., p(M) = cp(B)cp(F). Th is result was proved for the signature by Chern, Hirzebruch 
and Serre in [2], and it follows in the general case from theorems of Ochanine [9] and 
Taubes [ 1 l] (see also [5, p. 541). 
We are interested in fibre bundles with fibre a quaternionic projective space WP”. For 
every elliptic genus cp it is known, that 
if Ic is odd, 
if JAY is even, 
(see, e.g., [5, p. 171). When < is a quaternionic vector bundle with fibre Ml”+’ over a 
compact oriented manifold M, then the total space IHlP(<) of the associated quaternionic 
projective fibre bundle has elliptic genus 
(P@%)) = cp(WP”)cp(M) = 
0, if Ic odd, 
E~‘~(P(M), if Ic even. 
This fact and Proposition 2 imply 
Theorem 1. Let (M, f) b e a compact oriented smooth semifree S”-manifold, and let cp 
be an elliptic genus associated to the power series Q(x) = x/f(x) such that 
f’(x)2 = 1 - 26f(x)2 + &f(x)4. 
Then 
P(M) = ~~~(~)cp(F)> 
F 
where the sum is over those components F of theBed point set which have codimension 
divisible by 8, and k(F) = (dim M - dim F)/8. 
Now it is easy to see the consequences for the signature and the x-genus. We consider 
first the elliptic genus cp, which is sometimes called the universal elliptic genus, and 
which was introduced by Landweber and Stong [8]. Our references here are [4] and [5]. 
cp is associated to the power series 
Q(x) = 5 = i 
f(x) 2 tanhTx/2) 
(1 + q”eZ)(l + qneCz) (1 + q”)2 
(1 - qneZ)(l - qne-z) ’ (1 - q”)2 ’ 
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where Q = e2xi7 and r is an element of the upper half plane of @. Now Q(z) is for each 
2 a modular form on the congruence group TO(~). The E which is associated to cp is also 
a modular form on TO(~) and is given by 
Looking at the product formula for the quaternionic projective bundles it seems to be 
more natural to consider the “genus” @, which is related to cp by the formula 
V(X) = E%(X) 
for any compact oriented manifold X of dimension 41c. The multiplicativity of elliptic 
genera implies 
@(HP(I)) = Q(M)> 
when [ is a quaternionic vector bundle over M with fibre IHi”+’ and Ic even. Now 
Theorem 1 yields 
Theorem 2. Let (M, f) b e a compact oriented smooth semifree S”-manifold. Then 
Q(M) = C@(F), 
F 
where the sum is over all components of the jixed point set which have codimension 
divisible by 8. 
The “genus” Q(X) is a modular form on the group PO(~). The sub_group TO(~) of 
SL(2,Z) has two cusps, which are called the signature cusp and the A-cusp. The ex- 
pansion in the signature cusp, i.e., in ioo is 
G(X) = sign(LX, q) = sign 
( 
X, fi A4nT. fi S4nT 
7l=l n=l ) 
= sign(X) + 2sign(X, T)q + . . . 
This is the elliptic genus, which was introduced by Witten [ 131 as the index of the Dirac 
operator on the loop space of X. The expansion of Q(X) at the other cusp is 
Q(X) = q-“/*A^ X, n A_,vLT. n $nT 
2’ilL 2/n 
= q-“/2A^(x) - q I-WA^(X, T) + . . 
Using the expansions of Q(X) at the two cusps we obtain the following two corollaries. 
Corollary 1. Let (M, f) b e as in Theorem 2 then the following identities hold 
sign(M) = c sign(F), 
F 
99 
sign(M, T) = C sign(F, T), 
F 
where the sums are over all components F of the fied point set which have codimension 
divisible by 8, and sign(M, T) is defined as ch (TM)L(M)[M]. 
Corollary 2. Let (M, f) b e a compact oriented smooth semifree S’-manifold and assume 
that M is connected and the action f is nontrivial. Then A^(M) = 0, and 
A^(M,T) = ch(TM)&M)[M] = -xi(F), 
F 
where the sum is over all components of the fixed point set which have codimension 8. 
Remark. The proof of the above theorems relates heavily on the fact that the S’-action 
is semifree. This fact is crucial to furnish the normal bundle of the fixed point set with 
the structure of a quaternionic vector bundle. It is easy to find examples, which show 
that the assumption on the S’-action to be semifree in the two corollaries is actually 
necessary. 
Atiyah and Hirzebruch [l] have shown that the x-genus of a compact connected spin- 
manifold vanishes, if M admits a nontrivial smooth S’-action. This theorem does not 
continue to be true if M is not spin, even if the S’-action is semifree. The complex 
projective space @P 2n is not a spin manifold and A^(@Pzn) # 0. Therefore @P2” does 
not admit a semifree smooth S3-action. It is easy to see that @P2” admits a nontrivial 
smooth semifree S’-action and a nontrivial smooth S’-action. 
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